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CORRESPONDENCE1
THE INTRUSION OF THE LAYMAN INTO MEDICAL

PRACTICE.
SIR, -I have read with great interest Dr. Lewis Jones's

article in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of April 23rd on the
intrusion of laymen into medical practice, and think with
him that it is time somrething was clone to put a stop to the
present condition of affairs. Any one interested in this
subject, and who has the interests of the profession at heart,
need but refer to the columns of the London daily papers to
see the extent of the evil to which Dr. Jones has drawn
attention.
Here, in Italy, they manage things-in this respect at all

events-better; for the unqualified medical charlatan is an
unknown quantity, and in every large city fairly well educated
physicians are to be found who devote themselves entirely to
electro-therapeutics. They advertise, to be sure, in the
daily papers, but it is done openly according to the custom of
the country; and after all, when everything is said and done,
it is perhaps uncertain whether this constitutes the most
objectionable form of advertising.
Recently, however, we have been threatened with an inva-

sion of unqualified medical operators, all forestieri, and
mostly hailing from England. They are certificated and
"eminently qualified" to practise the art under medical
supervision, but any one who has studied seriously this
branch of medical science is fully aware of the value to be
attached to this form of professional supervision.

Electricity has always been exploited by charlatans, and
this will continue so long as medical men send them patients
whom they are unable to treat themselves through sheer
ignorance of the first principles of the science, and whom
they will not send, through some occult reason, to their pro-
fessional brethren, who are, of course, alone competent to
treat such cases.

It is all very well to say that it is beneath the dignity of a
physician to attempt to cure his patients by this method,
but an educated physician should be above all this, and not
hesitate to employ all and every means to cure or ameliorate
the condition of those entrusted to his care.
Personally I would as soon place a patient of mine under

the care of an unqualified medical electrician as I would send
a prescription containing strychnine to a chemist who was
known not to be possessed of the necessary scales and
measures for accurate dispensing. To apply electricity pro-
perly and safely, a sound knowledge of its effects-physical,
chemical, and physiological-are necessary, besides a good
knowledge of anatomy and physiology. The charlatan, to do
him or her justice, think they know all this.

It was only quite recently I recommended a patient of mir e
for massage to one of these irregular practitioners. He
diagnosed enlargement of the left lobe of the liver, which I
failed to do, and suggested electricity, being a certificated
electrician. Fortunately the patient was gifted with a sense
of humour, and so no harm was done. This is only one in-
stance which could be easily multiplied. I am afraid that
there is some truth in the statement that the equipment of
the unqualified operator is superior to that possessed by the
medical practitioner. Dr. Lewis Jones indignantly denies
this; but I fail to grasp his meaning when he asserts in the
same breath that the electrical departments of the large
London hospitals are no credit to them. Of course any one
who has visited Continental and American hospitals will
have no difficulty in believing this statement. anc naturally
if the hospitals are badly equipped, it follows that the
student who wishes to pursue the study of medical electricity
must be placed at a disadvantage and receive imperfect
instruction.
Dr. Lewis Jones deserves credit for bringing this matter

so prominently before the profession, and it is to be hoped
that he will receive that amount of support which he deserves.
-I am, etc.,
Florence, April 30th. T. GERALD GARRY, M.D.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL RELIEF IN SCOTLAND.
SIR,-I feel sure that al.l who are interested in the poor and

the proper provision of suitable and ready means for their
medical relief, are deeply obliged to you for the long and
interesting extracts published in the SUPPLEMENT to the

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of April 30th, from the Depart-
mental Report of the Scottish Local Government Board. They
form an appropriate complement to the lurid picture of Irish
Medical Poor-law grievances so graphically put before us a
week or two ago.
Will you kindly give me a little space to protest, on the

part of myself and the other medical officers of health in the
Highlands of Scotland, against the remarks of the Depart-
mental Committee that we do not appear to have drawn
attention in our official reports to the subject of uncertified
deaths. I have not the reports of my neighbours by me, but
I feel sure that it is impossible for any one to have pennedc
health reports without such a reference.
As for myself, while frankly giViDg the palm for literar

power to the accomplished M .O.H. for Inverness-shire, I find
on referring back that at page i8 of my first report (that for
189I) I enter fully into this matter of uncertified deaths. To
quote a few sentences:
This (the fact of there being so many deaths uncertified) is a great

stumbling-block to the statistician. . . . Opinions may differ as to-
the real value of medical services in the way of prolonging life. But-
such help in serious sickness should be within the reach of every one-
many in out-lying districts die, who could not, if they wanted, obtain
such assistance.
Again, in my report for I892 I say:
In some places the majority of those sick even unto death have not

had the advantage of medical help, at least to soothe the terrors oF
their last mcments. . . It is sad to think that so proper a desire
cannot be gratified. The great deterrent for poor people is the ex-
pense. I came across such a case in the course of my inquiries last
summer, where the life of a fine boy might have been saved hacl
medical skill being procurable and the comparatively simple operation
of tracheotomy performed. But how could it be when the doctor was
25 miles distant and his fee prohibitive, though no fault of his, ancl
so the poor child was allowed to die by suffocation.
Again, under the heading of the Western District, I say:
I cannot look upon it as anything but a serious blot that nearly one-

half of the total number of deaths is uncertified, or, in other words,
that almost every second person dies in the Western District without
receiving any medical assistance.
In the same year I note in the Black Isle District that it is

"unfortunate that so many die without the advantage of
medical aid, the proportion in Cromarty being nearly 6o out
of ioo deaths."
The concluding words of my report for the same year are

"unknown causes of mortality. I am sorry to repeat it-the
large number of uncertified deaths."
In short, in my reports for 1893, I894, 1895, 1896, 1898, the

subject is prominently referred to. And every year there has
been given along with the usual official tables of mortality an
additional column showing the percentage of uncertified
cases, surely enough of itself to show that I, and doubtless
others, are constantly drawing special attention in our annual
reports to this disgraceful state of things in the Highlands.-
I am, etc.,

WILLIAM BRUCE, M.D.,
Dingwall, May 2nd. County M.O.H. for Ross and Cromarty.-

SALARY OF POOR-LAW APPOINTMENTS.
SIR,-In the advertisements of vacant appointments in the

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of April 30th there is one for a
medical officer and public vaccinator for a certain Union in.
a north-midland county, and it is instructive as giving a good
idea of the value attached by public bodies to medical
services.
A district having an area of over 7,ooo acres and a popula-

tion of 7,000 people, and which must contain a large numiber
of paupers and otner poor persons, requires a medical officer
,who must supply medicines, surgical instruments, and other
medical and surgical appliances except cod-liver oil, quinine,
and trusses. The salary offered is £20 per annum! As an
extra bait to attract impoverished medical men, it is stated
that extra fees (it omits to state that this means extra work)
amount to about another £30.

It would be interesting to know the reason of this vacancy
occurring, and why the Clerk to the Guardians should spend
a sum amounting to at least one-twentieth of the annual
salary in advertising for a successor.
Those who are familiar with the vagaries of relieving

officers and others granting orders for midwifery cases, acci-
dents, etc., and who know that in many cases these extras
have a way of suddenly diminishing and disappearing, will
be much surprised if the guardians have any applicants for
this " eight shillings a week" appointment.-I amn etc.,
Folkestone, May 2nd. A. E LARKING, M.])
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